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ABSTRACT
HIFU is the upcoming technology for noninvasive or minimally invasive tumor ablation
via the localized acoustic energy deposition at the focal region within the tumor target.
The presence of cavitation bubbles had been shown to improve the therapeutic effect of
HIFU. In this study, we have investigated the effect of HIFU on temperature rise and
cavitation bubble activity in ethanol-treated porcine liver and kidney tissues. We have
also explored changes in the viability and proliferation rate of HepG2, SW1376, and FB1
cancer cells with their exposure to ethanol and HIFU. Tissues were submerged in 95%
ethanol for five hours and then exposed to HIFU generated by a 1.1 MHz transducer or
injected into focal spot before HIFU exposure. Cavitation events were measured by a
passive cavitation detection technique for a range of acoustic power from 1.17 W to
20.52 W. The temperature around the focal zone was measured by type K or type E
thermocouples embedded in the samples. In experiments with cancer cells, 2.7 millions
cells were treated with concentration of ethanol at concentration 2%, 4%, 10%, 25%, and
50% and the cell were exposed to HIFU with power of 2.73 W, 8.72 W, and 12.0 W for
30 seconds. Our data show that the treatment of tissues with ethanol reduces the threshold
power for inertial cavitation and increases the temperature rise. The exposure of cancer
cells to various HIFU power only showed a higher number of viable cells 24 to 72 hours
after HIFU exposure. On the other hand, both the viability and proliferation rate were
significantly decreased in cells treated with ethanol and then HIFU at 8.7 W and 12.0 W
even at ethanol concentration of 2 and 4 percent. In conclusion, the results of our study
indicate that percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI) and HIFU have a synergistic effect on
cancer cells ablation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 CANCER
In the United States, cancer is the second leading cause of death behind cardiovascular
disease, with nearly 1 in every 4 deaths. Approximately 13.7 million Americans with
history of cancer were diagnosed in January 1st, 2012 according to the National Cancer
Institute [1]. In 2013, 580,350 Americans are expected to die because of cancer. There
are many types of cancer, but, in the majority of cases, cancer begins when originally
normal cells transform into metastatic cells that can spread to distant sites in the body.
Cancer cells have a defected protein function which leads to uncontrolled growth and
decreased cell death. In the normal human body, cell populations collaborate under a
normal set of control. DNA mutations result in the distortion of the normal cellular
control, leading to mutant cells ready to overtake the entire cell society. Since the 1970s,
significant progress has been made in finding the treatment for cancers; the 5 years
relative survival rate between 2002 and 2008 was 68%, up from 49% in 1975-1977.
Improvements in cancer treatment were due to an increase in understanding of the
cellular, molecular, and genetic mechanisms, eventually leading to a new design of
interventions to detect, control, and eliminate cancers [2]. Surgery and radiation therapy
are commonly used to treat localized cancer. Advancements in imaging and noninvasive
treatment modalities have opened new opportunities for clinicians to treat cancers
without resection of the cancerous tissue. Many minimally invasive anti-cancer therapies
1

are based on thermal ablation, including high intensity focused ultrasound, which is one
of the most promising approaches.
1.2 THERAPEUTIC ULTRASOUND
Therapeutic ultrasound is generally described as the use of ultrasound for application
other than imaging and diagnostics [3]. Therapeutic ultrasound is based on the deposition
of ultrasound energy to create biological effects. These effects can be mild and nondestructive, such as in the cases of accelerated bone healing and augmented blood
perfusion, or extremely destructive, such as lithotripsy and high intensity focused
ultrasound [4]. The mechanisms by which ultrasonic energy interacts with cells and
tissues to produce therapeutic effects are typically divided into the mechanisms of
thermal and non-thermal origins [5]. Overall, three types of effects (thermal effects,
cavitation effects, and acoustic radiation forces) play a key role in creating biological
destruction of tissues and cells, as described in subsequent sections.
1.3 APPLICATIONS OF THERAPEUTIC ULTRASOUND
Ultrasound therapies can be categorized into low-power therapy and high-power therapy.
Low-power therapy includes ultrasonic physiotherapy, drug delivery, gene therapy, and
cosmetic application. High power therapy includes shock wave lithotripsy, high intensity
focused ultrasound (HIFU), and histotripsy. Beside physiotherapy, other therapeutic
ultrasound applications are not widespread. This section describes some common
applications using therapeutic ultrasound that gains current research interest worldwide.
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1.3.1

LOW-POWER THERAPY

Ultrasound physiotherapy: ultrasound physiotherapy is used to aid the healing and the
recovery processes. Acoustic intensity helps to dilate the blood vessels around the healing
region and increases the blood perfusion. In the process the metabolic rate is increased
and the healing process is accelerated. Radiation is often done in continuous sinusoidal
signal or short burst mode where short sinusoidal trains, in a few milliseconds period, are
transmitted. The duty cycle is around 20%, or 1:4 burst-pause periods. The transducer is
manually moved around the sonication region in cycle to prevent the skin heating.
Sonophoresis: sonophoresis is using the cavitation effect to enhance drug delivery to a
tissue. Transmission of ultrasonic wave at lower frequency and intensity can lead to the
formation of cavitation bubbles. These bubbles collapse and separate the cells in a tissue
from each other, creating micro channels for drug to diffuse through a deeper part in the
body. Sontra Company developed a technology with therapeutic ultrasound to enable
drug to diffuse through the dermal layer of the skin [4].
Gene Therapy / Sonoporation: Alternatively, ultrasound could help to deliver genes in a
plasmid inside the nucleus of target cells without destroying the cells via sonoporation.
Exposure of living cells to intensive ultrasonic radiation for a sufficiently long duration
can alter the properties of the cell membrane such that the membrane becomes more
permeable. This process allows the gene to enter the cytoplasm and eventually the
nucleus. Cell resumes normal properties within 24 hours post exposure to ultrasonic
radiation. Machluf et al. had shown that by sonicating the cells at 2 W/cm2 for 30 minutes
gene can be successfully delivered to the cells [6].
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Another study done by Karshafian et al had shown that cell permeability and viability
depend strongly on the acoustic exposure condition [7]. Cell permeability increased and
viability decreased with increasing peak negative pressure, pulse repetition frequency,
pulse duration and insonation time and with decreasing pulse center frequency [7].
Therefore, acoustic exposure condition can be maximized for different therapeutic uses of
sonophoresis and sonoporation.
1.3.2

HIGH-POWER THERAPY

Lithotripsy: Shock wave lithotripsy is the use of acoustic shock waves to break up a renal
calculi or a kidney stone. This procedure is often conducted noninvasively, and thus it is
also called extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy. The lithotripter, or the machine
performing lithotripsy, uses an acoustic gun (focused element) that fires high-intensity
focused shock waves, created by a generator, at the kidney stone. Degassed water is often
used as the coupling medium to deliver the acoustic energy. The finding of a focal spot
and monitoring is done using a X-ray fluoroscopy system [4]. The wave shatters the
kidney stone and the fragments are washed out through the urinary tract. The advantage
of lithotripsy is avoiding complications resulted from surgery, shortening hospital time,
and rapid recovering of the patient.
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound: High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is a
noninvasive therapy that deposits ultrasonic energy to a small region inside the body, thus
causing the coagulation necrosis due to heat deposition at a threshold temperature. The
HIFU system often needs to be positioned and moved in the controlled manner in order to
achieve effective ablation of tissue. Due to the advancement in imaging methods to guide
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the HIFU beam onto the targeted tissue region (diagnostic ultrasound systems and MRI
scanners), HIFU has become popular in recent years as a noninvasive analog of a surgical
knife. Extensive research is still ongoing for HIFU to become a truly effective cancer
ablation method; HIFU has been shown to be an effective method for cancer treatment in
the prostate, liver, and kidney. The Sonoblate 500, for example, is the HIFU system that
is available clinically to treat prostate cancer in the U.S.
1.4 ETHANOL ABLATION
Pure ethanol has been used as an ablation agent for localized small carcinoma worldwide.
When ethanol is injected into the tumor tissue, ethanol causes dehydration of the cellular
cytoplasm and denaturation of cellular proteins.

Ethanol also causes small vessel

thrombosis. The coagulation necrosis caused by ethanol injection is indistinguishable
histologically from the necrosis generated during thermal ablation [8].
Percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI) is performed in patients whose liver tumor is small
(<3 cm), solitary, and without extra hepatic disease or vascular invasion and those with
unresectable disease [8]. Patients with severe liver disease such as cirrhosis are not good
candidates for PEI treatment. Because the major hemorrhage has been reported for PEI
treatment, “correction of underlying coagulopathy should be performed to a target
international normalized ratio of 1.4 or less and a platelet count of 50,000/mm3” [8].
PEI is usually performed under the guidance of real time diagnostic ultrasound or any
other imaging modality such as computed tomography (CT). A 20 to 22 gauge end-hole
or conical-tip multi-side-hole needle is generally used for PEI. “Prophylactic antibiotic is
not administered routinely” [8]. The needle is inserted to the farthest region away from
5

the ultrasound transducer in lesion with < 2 cm diameter because the tumor become
echogenic as ethanol is injected and can obscures structures closer to the transducer [8].
With a large tumor, multiple sites inside the tumor need to be injected with ethanol.
Ethanol injection is usually performed very slowly with ethanol dose of 0.1 to 0.2 ml per
injection with continuous ultrasound monitoring. When the area of the tumor becomes
echogenic, the needle is withdrawn toward the area closer to the ultrasound transducer,
and injection is resumed at the region. The infusion is stopped and the needle is
withdrawn when bile duct filling or hepatic vessel is seen [8].
The volume of ethanol injection is calculated based on the volume of the tumor and a
surgical margin of 1 cm beyond the periphery of lesion [8]. The formula for the volume is
V = 4/3 π(r+0.5)3 where V = target volume of ethanol, r = radius of the lesion, and 0.5 is
the correction for addition of radius of the surgical margin. The equation assumes that
ethanol is diffused radically at the center of a perfect spherical tumor, and ethanol
concentration remains constant as it diffuses from needle tip [8]. Ethanol diffusion in the
tumor is expected to change as the tumor becomes coagulated. Large volume of ethanol
can also cause ethanol intoxication. In addition, peripheral area of the tumor is usually
undertreated with ethanol, which leads to tumor recurrence at this region. Because of
these issues, PEI treatment usually takes multiple sessions (one injection per week, for
example) [8, 9].
1.5 HIFU OVERVIEW

High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been used to ablate small volumes of
tumor or tissue noninvasively and without damaging the surrounding region. HIFU has
6

much higher intensity compared to diagnostic ultrasound, which has power in the range
of 0.1 – 1 W. HIFU beam causes temperature rise at the focus spot, leading the forming
of lesion within the target sample.

1.5.1

PHYSIC OF HIFU

The focused ultrasound field is generated by a single-element concaved radiator made of
a piezoelectric material (such as lead zirconate titanate [PZT]) or a phased array of
radiators that can be driven electronically to generate a focus [10]. When a voltage is
applied via electrode on opposite face of the piezoelectric material, the piezoelectric
material will deform and generate an acoustic wave to adjacent medium. When an
acoustic wave exerts pressure on transducer’s surface, a voltage can be generated on the
electrode. This mechanism allows the piezomaterial to acts as a transducer and a receiver
of acoustic waves. Because convex lens deflect acoustic waves in water, concaved lens
are used to focus the sound wave into the target. Figure 1 shows the focusing achieved by
a single-element concaved ultrasound transducer. The dimension of the concaved radiator
has the following relationship [11]:

D = diameter of the concaved radiator; α = aperture angle
H = depth of concaved surface; ROC = radius of curvature
D/2 = (ROC) sin (α1)

(1)

H = ROC(1-cos (α1))

(2)

F number = ROC/ D

(3)
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Figure 1. Focal zone for a concaved ultrasound radiator (courtesy of Bhadane and
Azhari [4,11])
HIFU generates a cigar shape focal volume (Figure 1). The width of the focal zone can be
estimated by:
(4)

where Dx is the width of the ellipsoidal volume, λ is the wavelength in the medium. The
factor Kt is a dimensionless number that is depended on the aperture angle α1. With α1 <
50, Kt can be assumed to equal to 1. As the frequency increases, the width of the
ellipsoidal volume will decrease. The length of the focal volume also depends on the
aperture angle alpha. For alpha < 50, the following approximation can be used:
(5A)
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(5B)
The precise shape of the lesions, or the focal volume within the tissue, depends on the
tissue acoustic properties, ultrasound intensity and exposure time, and the transducer
geometry [11]. The optimum frequency for a treatment at any depth is a compromise
between the need to keep the attenuation in the tissue path overlying the target low in
order to keep the sufficient energy to reach that volume, and necessary of having
adequate absorption at the focus to ensure the required temperature rise [12]. In vivo, the
factors that affects how a lesion will form includes the thermal properties of the targeted
tissue, the acoustic properties of the tissue, and the presence of blood vessels, which, if
close to the focus, can act as a heat sink, thereby reducing the temperature rise [13].
The ultrasonic wave travels from the transducer surface to multiple tissue layers
(including skin, subcutaneous fat, and muscle) before reaching the target volume in a
specific organ. At each tissue interface, part of the carried acoustic energy will be
reflected, while the remained energy is transmitted. The transmission coefficient depends
primarily on the acoustic impedance, Z, defined as the product of density and speed of
sound, between two tissue layers and the thickness between the layers. The transmission
coefficient is close to 1 when the acoustic impedance of each tissue is similar. Most
tissues in the human body have acoustic properties similar to water except for air, fat, and
bone. Therefore, an aqueous medium is optimal to transmit ultrasonic energy from the
transducer to the body since the reflection between tissue and the medium is generally
weak [14].
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As acoustic energy passes through a medium, it loses some of its energy due to the
scattering of the incident wave and converting of the acoustic energy into frictional
heating [14]. The loss in the incident acoustic energy is characterized by the attenuation
coefficient μ, which is the sum of the scattering coefficient μs and the absorption
coefficient μa. The ultrasound intensity I over a propagation distance x is defined by:
(6)

where I0 is the incident ultrasound intensity at the origin (x=0).
The attenuation coefficient in most tissue is defined by the following power law
relationship:
(7)

where a and b are tissue specific constants. An increase in the excitation frequency results
in the power law increase in both the absorption and attenuation [14]. Increasing the
absorption coefficient implies an increase in acoustic energy absorption and a greater
heating rate, while increasing the attenuation coefficient reduces the penetration depth.
Therefore, the optimal excitation frequency depends on a specific application of HIFU
treatment, which will take into consideration of the heating rate and penetration depth.
Table 1 shows some characteristics of HIFU transducer used in clinical applications [14].
For most applications, HIFU with the excitation frequency close to 1 MHz exhibits the
best heat deposition [14].
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Table 1. Example of characteristic of HIFU transducers used in various HIFU clinical
applications of interested (adapted from ter Haar & C.Coussios [14])

1.5.2

HIFU ABLATION MECHANISM

HIFU ablation is the process of focused ultrasound energy deposition to the tissue
characterized by an increase in the temperature within an isolated tissue volume above
55° C for 1 s or longer. It has been shown that 55° C at 1 s or longer will lead to
coagulative necrosis and cell death [14]. The HIFU beam at short wavelength in
Megahertz frequencies can induce the coagulative necrosis in soft tissue. This focused
volume within the tissue is ablated, while the area surrounding the focus is not [14]. This
is an important advantage of HIFU. The ablated volume is called a “lesion”. The
principle of HIFU is shown in Figure 2. The lesion formed by HIFU is similar to the
lesion formed by a heated wire and its size can be estimated theoretically using equation
5A and 5B. The temperature rise will take place inside tissue volume under HIFU
treatment when the rate of heating exceeds the rate of cooling due to blood perfusion
[11]. It is also shown that HIFU can lead to vascular occlusion.
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Figure 2. Principle of operation of HIFU: high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)
beam is generated by a HIFU transducer outside of the body and focus onto the tumor
region within a tissue. HIFU induced heating will lead to cells death at the focal volume
but leaves tissue elsewhere in the path intact. (Adapted from ter Haar & C Coussios
[14])

HIFU treatment ablates the tissue volume under two main mechanisms: the first is the
heating effect resulting from the conversion from the mechanical energy into thermal
energy, and the second is the acoustic cavitation.
Thermal effect is the predominant mode of tissue ablation. It is the combination of tissue
energy absorption and mechanical stress that damage the tissue [15]. Acoustic cavitation
enhances the heating effect within the tissue volume. Cavitation is very unpredictable; it
depends on frequency, the intensity of ultrasonic beam, the duration time and the
presence of particle and void in the tissue [16]. There is an increasing interest of
inducing cavitation during HIFU treatment to enhance the rate of heating [17, 18, 19].
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1.5.3

THERMAL EFFECT OF HIFU

As the tissue absorbs the acoustic energy, particles in the tissue oscillate strongly. In turn,
the vibration affects will cause heating. The acoustic energy is deposited as heat at the
rate qv per unit volume where [20]:
(8)
where I is the intensity of the wave at the focus in W/cm2, and αa is the amplitude
absorption coefficient in dB cm-1MHz-1 [20]. As the result of the heat deposition the
temperature T of a point in the acoustic field will rise at the rate given by
(9)

Where Cp is the specific heat of the tissue at the constant pressure and ρ 0 is the tissue
density. As the temperature rises above an ambient temperature (or initial temperature),
convection, conduction, and radiation causes the heated to be transferred from warmer to
cooler region. Perfusion, the process that is defined by the removal of heat from the
warmer region and deposit it to the cooler region via blood flowing to the capillary and
blood vessels, can come into play [20]. Tissue perfusion effects in heating are considered
in the Pennes (1948) bio-heat transfer equation [21]:
(10)

Here k is the thermal diffusivity, τ is the time constant for perfusion, and T0 is the initial
(ambient) temperature. From the Pennes bioheat equation, we can see that the
temperature rise is greatest when the intensity is greatest. This region of high temperature
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rise corresponds to the focal region of a focused ultrasound transducer. The focal region
also has steeper transverse temperature gradients due to small cross section; therefore, the
rate of temperature rise will start to decrease because of the diffusion of heat [20]. On the
other hand, the region near the transducer can have lower temperature rise rate initially
and higher temperature rise in long period of time due to the heat generated by the
transducer component.
Since the thermal effect caused by HIFU depends on the temperature achieved and the
exposure time, the treatment dose is a critical criterion to determine the desired
therapeutic effect. The term “exposure” and “dose” are often used interchangeably with
the discipline of medical ultrasound. The deposition of acoustic energy via continuous
wave mode will more likely to induce thermal effect in the tissue [14]. In the clinical
practice, the most useful dose parameter is the volume rate of destruction (cc/unit time).
A thermal dose parameter proposed by Sapareto and Dewey has been used extensively to
characterize the hyperthermia treatments for cancer therapy [22]. The temperature-time
history for a particular tissue volume is integrated and reduced to an equivalent exposure
time at 43 degrees C. The equivalent time t43 is given by the equation:
(11)

Where R is 0.5 for temperature T greater than 43 degrees C and 0.25 for T < 43 degrees
C, and T is the average temperature over a time

. The thermal dose required to form a

lesion is equivalent to a thermal dose of a 240-min exposure at 43 degrees C [10]. This
model gives a good estimation of a thermal lesion for higher temperature caused by
HIFU, 10 s at 53 degrees C, 1 s at 57 degrees C, and 0.1 s at 60 degrees C. An alternative
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parameter related to the heating potential of HIFU beam is the product of intensity and
time, given “total energy deposit per unit area of tissue”.
When cells are exposed to a temperature rise above 56 degrees C from the ambient
temperature for more than 1 second, noninvertible cell death will be induced via
coagulation necrosis [23]. The coagulation necrosis describes cell death mainly due to
protein coagulation, which is caused by infarct such as excessive heat [3]. The
coagulation region is often called “lesion”. Due to sharp different in temperature gradient
between focal spot and surrounding tissue area, a narrow boundary between live and
necrosed (death) cells is often shown up in histological examination of HIFU treated
lesion.
1.5.4

NON-THERMAL EFFECT OF HIFU

Since heating rate of HIFU-induced heating is increased with increasing absorption
coefficient, any method that increases the high-frequency content of a sound field will
result in the enhanced heating [14]. In addition, any method that can enhance the viscous
absorption of ultrasound energy within the tissue will result in enhanced thermal effect.
The presence of cavitation bubbles within the HIFU focus will enclose the acoustic
energy within the region which will lead to greater absorption by “viscous dissipation and
thermal conduction” [14]. A further increase in the number of bubbles oscillating in the
sound field will increase the viscous absorption of acoustic energy around the bubble
surface-tissue interface. Moreover, high frequency broadband noise emission produced
by collapsing bubbles during inertial cavitation will be locally absorbed by the tissue and
thus is available for enhancing the thermal effect.
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1.5.4.1 CAVITATION
Cavitation involves the creation, oscillation, growth, and collapse of bubbles within a
medium. Cavitation usually depends on the frequency; pressure amplitude, bubble radius,
and environment surround the bubbles. Bubble radius varies when bubble is subjected to
the pressure changed caused by acoustic wave. The bubbles under pressure of an acoustic
wave will induce the oscillation of particles near the bubble surface due to the inertia of
the particle flow. The air inside the bubble acts as the source of stiffness when the gas is
compressed; the bubble become stiff because the compressed air resists the compressive
force of inertia. Thus, every bubble has a natural resonance frequency [20]. For the case
of a spherical air bubble of radius R0 in water the natural resonance frequency fn can be
estimated via the following relationship:
(12)

When a bubble is exposed to driven acoustic frequency closer to its resonance frequency,
it will exhibit the resonance behavior [20]. Nonlinear characteristics of the oscillation of
the bubble become more pronounced, leading to the generation of harmonics of the
resonance frequency.
When bubbles undergo oscillation they can display a wide range of behavior. One
behavior is called rectified diffusion [20, 24]: bubble radius grows with time. The surface
area of the bubble is larger during the expansion face than the compression face. This
surface area oscillation leads to more gases diffusing into the bubble when the pressure
inside is low, and specifically the amount of gas diffuses in is greater than the amount gas
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diffuse out when the pressure is high. Therefore, the bubble will grow over time.
Acoustically driven bubble oscillation will cause “heat production, microstreaming of
fluid near the bubble, and localized shear stress” [20]. This process of bubble oscillation
is called stable cavitation.
Another behavior during bubble oscillation is called inertial cavitation. At sufficiently
high exposure pressure amplitude, bubbles can grow to the size that is twice of their
initial radius in a slow expansion time and rapidly collapse to the size that is fraction of
their initial radius [20].

The collapse is caused by the inertia of the spherically

converging liquid. During the collapsing phase, the temperature of the gas inside the
bubble rises significantly due to the compression, and shock can be generated inside the
gas [20]. This collapse can also create free radical [25]. After the collapse, the bubble can
repeat the cycle multiple times via an expanded period of growing followed by rapid
collapse.
For a specific spherical bubble in a giving liquid, the inertial cavitation occurrence
depends on the acoustic pressure amplitude, the acoustic frequency, and bubble radius
[20]. For small bubbles the surface tension force prevents the initial growth of the bubble
so the bubbles do not grow large enough, while for large bubble the nuclei grow initially
but does not collapse sufficiently to generate high temperature [20]. Therefore, there is an
acoustic pressure threshold for inertial cavitations at a particular exposure frequency and
bubble radius. This is illustrate in figure below, which shows the transition pressure
threshold between non-inertial and inertial cavitations at different bubble radius for
various exposure frequency (Figure 3) based on the calculation of Apfel and Holland
[26]. Apfel and Holland assumed that the cavitations was inertial if the bubble collapse
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and generates a temperature in the gas exceed of 5000 K during one period of the applied
waveform. For every exposure frequency there is a minimum peak rarefactional pressure
Popt required to generate the inertial cavitations and the inertial cavitations only occurs in
bubble with initial radius Ropt. For example from Figure 3, for a 10 MHz wave the
minimum peak rarefactional pressure to induce inertial cavitations is 0.84 MPa and only
bubbles with initial radius of 0.2 μm can initiate inertial cavitations.
Extremely high temperature and pressure can be achieved at the minimum radius of the
inertial bubble collapse [27]. Some models predict that the temperature of the collapsed
bubble can exceed thousand degree of Kelvin [27]. This high temperature only localizes
near the collapse bubble and is temporally limited by the duration of the collapse. A
general trend is that maximum pressure in the collapse bubble decreases as the exposure
frequency increase for a given pressure amplitude and bubble radius [27].
Cavitations show great potential in enhancing the thermal effect of HIFU treatment.
When this enhanced heating is correlated with inertial cavitations activity, monitoring the
noise spectrum beyond the HIFU frequency can help monitoring the HIFU treatment noninvasively. However, tissue cavitations generation is different between tissues due to the
fact that pressure required to cause cavitation in vivo is highly tissue specific [14].
Therefore, microbubble and nucleating agents are often used to form cavities. However,
presence of bubbles in a region within the tissue causes the tissue impedance to change,
which will cause the reflection of the sound wave to regions proximal to the focus point.
This can lead to the shielding of the original focus and damages done on pre-focal
regions. These factors can lead to the formation of lesion within the tissue with undesired
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shape. Therefore, cavitation nucleation must be monitored controlled to ensure a
successful enhanced HIFU therapy.

Figure 3. Threshold for inertial cavitation as predicted by theory of Apfel and Holland
(1991). The minimum peak negative pressure (rarefaction) pressure required to induce
inertial cavitation in one period is plotted as the function of inertial bubble radius and
frequency (adapted from Apfel and Holland [27]).
1.5.4.2 ACOUSTIC STREAMING
With ultrasonic radiation, fluid within the biological tissue will move. This motion,
known as acoustic streaming, is caused by the oscillating pressure gradient along the
ultrasound beam and the absorption of the energy from the acoustic field by the fluid [4,
25]. The velocity gradient associated with acoustic streaming can be quite high, and the
resulting shear stresses may be sufficient to cause damage to surrounding tissues. The
streaming velocity, i.e., the average velocity of the ultrasound radiation-induced fluid
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motion, is dependent on several factors including the absorption coefficient, speed of
sound, kinematic viscosity, ultrasound beam intensity and geometry, and nonlinear
properties of the fluid.
1.5.4.3 ACOUSTIC FORCE AND RADIATION TORQUE
A steady, time-averaged force acts on the object in an acoustic field. This force results
from the transfer of momentum from the acoustic field to the object [28]. The radiation
force is often used to calibrate the acoustic power. The magnitude of the radiation force
depends both on the sound field (intensity, distance from the transducer) and the object
on the field. In the case of contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging, the radiation force is
capable of displacing contrast agents (gas microbubbles) from the central bloodstream to
the wall of blood vessels [29]. The radiation force is the underlying mechanism for
phenomena such as radiation torque, acoustic streaming, acoustic levitation, and acoustic
fountain effect [29].
1.6 APPLICATION OF ETHANOL IN THERMAL ABLATION
High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is often used in combination with contrasting
agents to enhance the therapeutic effect. Kaneko et al had shown that 7 mL of Levovist
microbubble suspension injected intravenously into a rabbit significantly enlarged the
HIFU-induced thermal lesionwhile the pathological features were the same between
HIFU with Levovist and HIFU alone, i.e., Levovist did not increase the toxicity of HIFU
[30].
While there is no current clinical study associated with the combined ethanol injection
and HIFU ablation therapy, many clinical trials had been performed with combined
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ethanol injection and radiofrequency ablation therapy to treat localized tumors.
Radiofrequency ablation is a thermal ablation method where an electrode is inserted into
a tumor and high radiofrequency current from the electrode ablates a volume within the
tumor. Like HIFU, radiofrequency ablation alone can only ablate small tumors with size
<3 cm. In order to treat larger tumors, the combination of radiofrequency ablation and
chemical ablation is a good alternative. Vallone et al. had shown that 33 out of 40
patients were free of hepatocelluar carcinoma (HCC) occurrence 8-96 months after
undergoing the combined ethanol and radiofrequency ablation treatment. All these
patients had HCC tumors larger than 4 cm in diameter and were treated with ethanol
injection at two opposite tumor poles and radiofrequency ablation treatment at the center
of the tumor during one to three treatment sessions [30]. The combined treatment
increased the size of the lesion zone, reduced the treatment time, and allowed effective
treatment of large HCC in proximity of atomic structures such as diaphragm, gallbladder,
portal branches, or biliary duct [30]. Similar improvement in survival rate, reduction of
tumor reoccurrence, and treatment effectiveness were also seen in clinical studies carried
out by Zhang et al. [31], Wong et al. [32], and Kurokochi et al. [33].
1.7 HYPOTHESIS AND THESIS OUTLINE
The current study aims to investigate the effect of novel combination therapy (ethanol
injection + HIFU) on porcine liver and kidney tissues and human cancer cells. We
measure the peak temperature rise and lesion volume in the absence and presence of
ethanol to identify the optimal conditions of ethanol + HIFU ablation treatment. In
addition, we also inject cancer cells with ethanol prior HIFU treatment to study the PEI +
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HIFU combination effect. The following hypotheses outlined below cover the scope of
the research study done in this thesis.
Hypothesis 1:
In the presence of ethanol, the cavitation threshold in the biological tissue is reduced
which will lead to a higher thermal effect compared to HIFU treatment alone.
Hypothesis 2:
The enhanced necrosis of cancer cells during the ethanol + HIFU ablation is achieved
through the increased cavitation bubble activity that leads to sonoporation and thus
amplifies ethanol diffusion into cancer cells.
The specific aims of the study are:


To set up a focused ultrasound system capable of performing ex vivo and in vitro
HIFU ablation studies on different tissues and cancer cells.



To measure the temperature rise and lesion volume in tissues during and after the
HIFU exposure with / without the injection of ethanol.



To measure the viability and proliferation rate of cancer cells exposed to ethanol
and/or HIFU.

OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Chapter 2 is divided into two parts. Part 1 describes the development of the HIFU system.
Part 2 describes the experimental protocols that include HIFU treatment with and without
ethanol at various ultrasound intensities and ethanol concentrations. The experimental
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data produced by using the protocol described in Chapter 2 are presented in Chapter 3.
Finally, Chapter 4 is the conclusion and summary of the results obtained in this thesis,
along with suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ex-vivo porcine liver and human cancer cells were treated with ethanol of varying
concentration and/or HIFU (1.1 MHz frequency) at different power levels. Ethanol (95%
v/v) was injected into the tissue prior to HIFU sonication. The temperature rise was
measured using type K or type E thermocouples. The lesion volume was estimated using
the ellipsoidal volume formula.
2.1 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF HIFU SYSTEM
2.1.1 TRANSDUCER, COUPLING TANK, AND DRIVING ELECTRONIC
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. A 1.1
MHz single element, concaved transducer (model H102, Sonic Concepts Inc., Bothell,
WA) with bandwidth from 0.748 to 1.380 MHz and a geometric focal length of 63.2 mm
was used in all experiments (Figure 4). The HIFU transducer has a stainless steel
housing with active diameter of 64 mm and opening center of diameter 22.6 mm for
housing of a confocal hydrophone (model Y107, Sonic Concepts Inc, Bothell, WA) used
as a passive cavitation detector (PCD). The HIFU transducer operated at a continuous
mode. A built-in arbitrary function generator produced an input sinusoidal signal that
passed through a fixed gain (50 dB) power amplifier (ENI 2100L, Rochester, NY) and
then entered the HIFU transducer (H-102, Sonic Concepts Inc, Bothell, WA). The HIFU
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transducer operated at center frequency of 1.1 MHz with at least 85% efficiency and a
maximum pulsed power level of 400 W. In addition to the confocal hydrophone, another
hydrophone (NDT V320, Panametrics Inc.), placed perpendicularly to the propagation
direction of the HIFU beam and 20 mm away from the sample, is used to detect
cavitation signals. Signals from both hydrophones were monitored and saved using a 2
Gsamples/ seconds oscilloscope (InfiniiVision DSO-X-2014A, Agilent Technology). The
temperature profile during HIFU sonication was collected via embedding type K or type
E thermocouples of diameter 125 μm within the sample and recording by a 4 channels
temperature meter (Extech SDL200, Waltham Massachusetts). The sample and the HIFU
transducer were immersed inside a 20 gallon tank filled with 55 l of water degassed to
less than 2 ppm using 60 gram of sodium sulfite [34]. The water was constantly checked
using the oxygen test kit to maintain the degassed status (see Figure 7).

Figure 4. HIFU transducer H102 model with a central opening to house the confocal
hydrophone (adapted from Sonic Concept Inc.)
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Figure 5. HIFU system setup for the experiment: black dashed line showed signals that
were collected by the oscilloscope; black solid line represented transmitted signal from
the function generator toward the HIFU transducer; the yellow line represented the type
K thermocouple inserted into the samples to measure temperature rise during HIFU
sonication. The commercially available heater was used to keep the degassed water at 37
degree Celsius. The positioning system manually moved the samples to the focal region of
the high intensity ultrasonic beam.

Figure 6. Actual system setup with (a) electronic component consisting of function
generator, oscilloscope, power amplifier and (b) tank and transducer setup to perform
the HIFU experiment with HIFU transducer, 3D positioning system, thermometer, tanks,
and commercial heater to maintain water at 37 °C.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 7. (a) Water before degassing and (b) after degassing: the scale below the picture
shows the scale in ppm the concentration of oxygen content in the water.

2.1.2 DESIGN OF THE POSITIONING SYSTEM
In order to align the sample with the HIFU focus, a manual 3-D positioning system was
designed and developed in the laboratory (Figure 8). The design of the positioning system
was motivated from the designs of the CNC router machine and a commercially available
3-D positioning slide. The positioning system is 25 cm x 31 cm x 10. 5 cm (Length x
Width x Height) and is framed onto the top of of the water tank. The positioning system
moved the sample in the x and y directions via thread-rod rotation while adjustment in
the z axis was done by manually moving the z rod up and down. In the x-direction, the
center thread rod allows the increment adjustment of the width plate along the length of
the tank while the two thread rods placed laterally to the center rod stabilize the width
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plate while moving. The width plate also employed similar mechanism to manipulate the
z-rod along the width direction of the tank. The positioning system can be attached to
various holders to perform various HIFU exposures to human cancer cells in vitro and
animal tissue such as liver ex vivo. Figure 8 shows the prototype and final design of the
positioning system. More details about the design of the positioning system are given in
Appendix B and the undergraduate thesis by Andrew Wong.

Figure 8. (A) Design of the positioning system using SolidWork software package
(fabricated by Andrew Wong) and (B) actual 3-D positioning system attached to the top
of the tank.

2.1.3 HIFU POWER MEASUREMENT
In order to quantify the average temporal acoustic power of the transducer, the force
radiation balance was applied. Using a total absorbing target (which has a reflection
coefficient closed to 0), the ultrasound average temporal power can be measured with a
holed focus transducer according to the following relationship [35]:
(12)
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where F = radiation force, P = average temporal power, c = speed of sound in propagated
medium, α1 = half of the outer aperture angle of the spherical zone transducer, and α2 =
half of the internal hole aperture angle of the spherical zone transducer (see Fig.1). For
the H102 HIFU transducer, cosα1 is equal to .8595 and cosα2 is equal to.9836.
Two types of target are often used in force radiation balance: reflecting target and
absorbing target. For HIFU calibration, the absorbing target was used because it mitigates
the problem related to power measurement using a reflective target. HIFU measurement
is sensitively dependent on the convergent angle of the reflecting target and the tank
design needs to consider the reflection of the sound beam. However, the absorbing target
can be damaged during high power sonication due to target heating. Thus, short duration
of ultrasound beam must be used (9 seconds) to ensure target is not damaged during
sonication.
The absorbing target was made in the laboratory using 10 μm diameter, 7 cm long nylon
brush bristles plucked carefully from painting brush and bundled densely together and
glue to the bottom of Petri dish [36]. The target dimension was 5 cm in diameter. The
target diameter satisfied the following relationship:
(13)
where dT is diameter of the target, ds is the diameter of transducer, L is the focal length of
the transducer, and z is the distance from the exit face of the transducer to the top surface
target. In the experiment, z was set at 3 cm to ensure that the acoustic beam sonicates the
center of the target. The setup of the calibration experiment is shown in Figure 9. The
absorbing target was suspended from balance of an electronic scale (Sartorius MC 210 S,
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Sartorius AG, Germany). The transducer was positioned to radiate downward onto the
target. The transducer was driven by a 100 W power amplifier. Signal was generated by a
built in function generator from a 100 MHz bandwidth, 2 GSamples/s oscilloscope. The
oscilloscope was also used to collect peak-to-peak output signal from the amplifier and
signal collected by the Y-107 hydrophone to detect whether cavitations has occurred.
The function generator outputs a 1.1 MHz sine wave at different amplitude in continuous
pulse mode. The duration for each sonication is 9 seconds. The tank is filled with 55 liter
of water degassed to less than 2 ppm using 60 gram of sodium sulfite.

Figure 9. Schematic of the force radiation balance used to measure the acoustic power of
HIFU transducer.

2.1.4 TESTING THE HIFU SYSTEM
The HIFU system was tested on tissue mimicking material (TMM) phantoms. The
alignment of the sample and the transducer was done using the embedded type E
thermocouple.
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2.1.4.1 TISSUE MIMICKING MATERIAL PHANTOM
The TMM phantom was prepared using the method described by King et al. [37].
Shortly, gellan gum (1.5% w/v), oxidized aluminum (1.35% w/v), chloride calcium (0.4
% w/v), and potassium sorbate (0.1 % w/v) were mixed in 100 ml of degassed water. 12.5
ml of 1-propanol was added to the mixture to modulate the acoustic wave speed to match
the speed propagation inside tissue. The mixture was then poured into a premade mold
using a 100 mm x 20 mm (diameter x depth) petri dish. The thermocouple was embedded
into the petri dish prior to the pouring of the mold and was fully covered in the TMM
phantom after pouring. The stability of the TMM over a period of 10 days has been
proven by King et al. [37]. Therefore, the mold can be reused for subsequent experiment.
Figure 10 displays the finished mold mounted on a holder. To test ethanol diffusion
inside the phantom, 5 ml of ethanol, mixed with food color (FD&C Red 40), was poured
onto a small phantom 8.55-ml sample. As shown in Figure 11, ethanol diffused through
the 8.55 ml of phantom sample after a period of 12 hours.

Figure 10. (A) Phantom mold made from plastic petri dish with a type e thermocouple
string across the diameter of the dish (B) finished TMM phantom covering the
thermocouple and the mold.
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Figure 11. Ethanol fully dissolved inside the tissue mimicking phantom after 12 hours.
Food color (FD&C Red 40) mixed with ethanol completely dissolved into the TMM
phantom.

2.1.4.2 HIFU EXPOSURE OF A TISSUE MIMICKING MATERIAL PHANTOM
The TMM phantom was exposed to HIFU at various acoustic power levels at room
temperature (Figure 12). First, the phantom was mounted on a specific holder that
attached to a ring stand. A 1.0 W HIFU beam was turned on and the phantom was then
literally moved into the focus of the HIFU beam. The HIFU focus was determined when
the temperature monitored using the thermometer raised abruptly from its ambient
temperature by at least 5°C in 3 seconds. Then, the TMM phantom was moved around 2
mm laterally off the HIFU focus to ensure that the HIFU beam did not strike the
thermocouple node and caused additional heating effect, according to the procedure done
by Chen et al. [38]. The phantom was exposed to HIFU levels ranging from 1.0 W to 20
W for 30 seconds followed by a 180 second resting. The temperature rise and PCD signal
were collected during each trial. The ethanol-immersed TMM also underwent the same
HIFU exposure as the control TMM.
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Figure 12. Experimental setup of control and ethanol treated TMM phantom was
exposed to HIFU beam for 30 second at various HIFU power.

2.1.4.3 ETHANOL ECHOGENICITY AT VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS

An experiment was designed to test the echogenicity of different concentration ethanol. 4
tubes carried a total volume of 120 μl contained 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% ethanol in tap
water, respectively, was subjected to HIFU exposure of 10 W for 30 second duration. The
PCD signal was collected during exposure. One tube containing water was used as
control. In addition, one tube containing 200 μl of ethanol was subjected to various HIFU
power levels for 30 second and the temperature rise at each HIFU power was recorded.
Figure 13 shows the experimental setup of this experiment.

2.2. EX VIVO EXPERIMENTS WITH KIDNEY AND LIVER TISSUES
This section describes the methodology for experiments conducted on porcine tissues at
varying ultrasound exposure conditions and ethanol concentrations. All tissue
experiments were carried out at room temperature.
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Figure 13. Experimental setup of 120 μl of various ethanol concentrations was exposed
to HIFU level 4 (circled: thin wall tube contained ethanol)

2.2.1 EXPERIMENT WITH ETHANOL-IMMERSED PORCINE TISSUES
Fresh porcine kidney and liver were obtained from the supermarket and stored under
freezing condition to keep freshness and prevent air penetration. The sample was cut into
sections of 3 cm x 3cm x 2 cm (W x H x L) and was submerged in 95% ethanol for at
least 5 hour prior to HIFU exposure. During the preparation, the sample was placed in a
well of a six-well tissue culture plate and was held stable via a specific designed holder
attached to a ring stand (Figure 14A). A type K thermocouple was inserted 3 mm down
from the top surface of the tissue sample. A HIFU beam of 1.0 W (80 mVpp sinusoidal
signal from the function generator) was turned on and the well contained the tissue
sample was moved into the focus of the HIFU beam. The focal region on the HIFU beam
was detected via the abrupt change from the ambient temperature of the tissue by at least
5 degrees C in 3 seconds. After the focal region of the HIFU beam was determined, the
tissue sample was exposed to various HIFU powers ranging from 1.0 W to 20 W for 30
second following by 180 seconds resting period between each sonication. The
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temperature rise and PCD signal were collected during each sonication for cavitation
detection analysis.
Untreated and ethanol treated porcine liver tissues were also submerged into the water
tank and was subjected to various HIFU powers from 1.0 W to 20 W for 30 second
followed by 180 second resting period (Figure 14B). The temperature rise was also
collected during each sonication.

Figure 14. Experimental setup of the ethanol-submerged porcine tissue: (A) sample was
placed in one well of a six well plate culture plate: Type-K thermocouple (yellow wire)
was inserted from the top of the well plate to the surface of the tissue sample. (B) Tissue
sample was fully submerged into water with thermocouple embedded from top surface.

In addition, a small number of kidney tissue samples undergoing HIFU treatment only
were sent to histology for analysis of the necrosis HIFU lesion. The histology was done
by Mei Wang from Dr. Quincy Brown’s optical laboratory.

2.2.2 HIFU TREATMENT OF ETHANOL-INJECTED PORCINE LIVER TISSUES AT
VARYING ULTRASOUND ACOUSTIC POWER
A specific tissue holder was designed specifically for the porcine liver injection (Figure
15). As shown in this figure, the holder can contain a tissue sample of 3 cm x 5 cm x 1
cm (H x L x W). Ethanol was injected into the sample using a 22 gauge needle in
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proximity of the region closed the thermocouple junction. The thermocouple was placed
1 mm away from the focal region to ensure additional heating effect due to ultrasonic
beam focused on thermocouple junction. The opening on the cover was closed with
Teflon tape to prevent water diffusion.

Figure 15. (A) Alignment of the syringe needle with thermocouple junction and (B)
alignment of the liver sample inside holder into HIFU focus.

After the sample was placed into the holder, the holder was mounted onto the positioning
system, which moved the holder into the focus of the HIFU beam (Figure 15B). A 1.0 W
HIFU beam was turned on while the holder was positioned into the HIFU focus. The
temperature rise of at least 10 degrees C from ambient temperature in 5 seconds signified
that the tissue sample was placed into HIFU focus. 0.2 mL or 0.5 mL of ethanol was then
injected into the liver sample and the needle was removed. The sample was then exposed
to the HIFU beam at 2W (level 2), 8.4 W (level 4), and 15W (level 6) in 2 second after
ethanol was injected for 30 second. The temperature rise and PCD signal were recorded
during each sonication period. After HIFU exposure, the liver tissue was cut to measure
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the lesion formed, as schematically shown in Figure 16. The lesion volume (V) was
calculated according to the ellipsoid volume formula:

(14)

HIFU direction

Ethanol lesion
Combined lesion

H
W

----- Dissection cut
Liver sample

L

Lesion

Figure 16. Schematic of the dissection of the HIFU lesion: liver tissue sample was cut in
midsagittal perpendicular to the HIFU propagation direction and the Height H and
Length L were measured. Then, the lesion is cut transversely to measure the width. When
ethanol was added, small lesion was form (dot ellipse). The final HIFU + ethanol lesion
was shown to be larger than either ethanol or HIFU lesion

Vehmas and Tapani had shown that the echogenicity in ethanol injected liver tissue was
higher at higher ethanol concentration and immediately after ethanol injection; therefore,
ethanol injected samples was sonicated immediately after the injection to ensure that
large number of caviation bubbles exists during HIFU sonication [39].
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2.2.3 HIFU EFFECT LESION EXPERIMENT
In order to determine the spreading effect of repetitive HIFU exposure on the lesion, a
small scale experiment was performed. Two liver tissues were cut into square pieces with
dimension of 3 cm x3 cm x 1 cm (L x W x H). 3 type-K thermocouples of 0.2 mm
diameter were inserted in triangular formation (see Figure 17). The HIFU exposure was
done in proximity of the surface of the liver sample to help identify the focus of the HIFU
beam and to observe an increase in the size of the HIFU lesion. The sample was exposed
to sequence of HIFU from power of 1.0 W (level 1) to 12 W (level 5) in 30 seconds
duration followed by 180 seconds of resting period. Temperature was monitored during
each HIFU exposure and was data-logged into the thermometer at 1 record/second.
Recorded CSV data file was transferred from the thermometer into the computer for
further analysis.

Figure 17. (A) Alignment of thermocouple (diamond) equidistance around the HIFU
focus and (B) actual experimental setup
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2.3 HUMAN CANCER CELLS HIFU EXPERIMENT
Various human cancer cells were exposed to various HIFU power levels for 30 second
with and without ethanol injection. Cells were cultured according to protocol established
by Sithira Ratnayaka in the laboratory. The experimental setup for HIFU ablation of
living cells (Figure 18) was designed according to Liu et al. [40]. Briefly, a
predetermined cell population was placed within a thin wall PCR tube. After HIFU
exposure, the cells were incubated for 2 h, 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h in tissue culture flask and
cell viability and proliferation rate were monitored by using Tail® Apoptosis Kit
(Invitrogen) and flow cytometry. The Tail® Apoptosis Kit stains apoptotic cells with
green Annexin V and necrotic cells with both red Propidium Iodide and Annexin V. In
these measurements, early apoptotic cells were identified as Propidium Iodide negative
and Annexin V positive, while the cells with Propidium Iodide in the cell cytoplasm but
not yet in the nucleus were considered as late apoptotic cells.

Figure 18. Experimental setup of cellular exposure to HIFU ablation
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2.3.1 HIFU ABLATION OF SW1736 AND FB1 THYROID CANCER CELLS
SW1736 cells and FB1 cells were cultured by Dr. Koji Tsumagari in the Department of
Surgery at Tulane University School of Medicine in RPMI-1640 medium with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and 1% Penicillin. When the cell reached 60% confluence, they
were harvested for HIFU experiments. 2.7 million cells were trypsinized and suspended
in a thin wall 0.2-ml PCR tube. Pellets of SW1736 cells in growth medium were prepared
by centrifugation (2000 rpm, 2 min). The total volume of medium/ethanol/cells was
maintained at 100 µl per tube. One set of pellet was served as the negative control group
(no ethanol and no HIFU treatment). 1set of cell pellets (6 samples total) only underwent
HIFU treatment at power level 3 to 5 for 30 seconds and HIFU level 5 at 5,15, and 20
second duration. 1 set of pellets was treated with 2%, 4%, 6%, 10%, 25%, and 50%
ethanol (v/v) concentration in growth medium. Two final sets of pellet (7 samples in each
set) were treated with 2%, and 4% (v/v) ethanol concentration in medium, respectively,
and then were subjected to the same HIFU power sonication as the HIFU only group. The
experiments were repeated three times for all groups (both control and experimental
groups) for statistical analysis.
A small experiment was carried out to measure the temperature rise during the HIFU
exposure at levels 3 to 5 for ethanol concentration of 2% and 4%. Type K thermocouple
of 125 μm diameter was position 3 mm above the cells pellet to retain the structure of the
pellets and to prevent heating artifact caused by the oscillation of metal particle at the
thermocouple tip if HIFU beam was focused onto the tip. There was a 60 seconds resting
in between each sonication.
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After HIFU exposure, cells in each pellet from all groups were reseeded into separated T25 tissue culture flasks with 5 ml of growth medium. Images of cells were taken at 24 h
and 72 h after the HIFU experiment to monitor the cell proliferation rate. In addition,
flow cyometry with Tail® Apoptosis Kit was carried out by Dr. Tsumagari 2 h after
HIFU exposure to determine the viability of the thyroid cancer cells after treatment.

2.3.2 HIFU ABLATION OF HEPG2 LIVER CANCER CELLS
HepG2 cells were also subjected to HIFU. They were cultured by Sithira Ratnayaka in
the Department of Biomedical Engineering at Tulane University. Briefly, Cells were
cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% Penicillin. Cells were harvested when they
reached 80% confluent. Briefly, 2.7 millions HepG2 cells were trypsinized, suspended,
and pelleted in a 0.2 ml PCR thin wall tube. A total of 100 μl of cell-in-medium
suspension was then subjected to HIFU at levels 3 to 5 for 30 seconds. In another group,
2.7 millions HepG2 cells was injected with 4% ethanol in the concentration, and HIFU
exposure at levels 3 to 5 was carried out immediately after the injection. Cells were then
re-suspended inside a thin wall tube and incubated for 24 to 72 h. Flow cytometry with
Tail® Apoptosis Kit was carried out at 24 h and 72 h after HIFU exposure.

2.4 PASSIVE CAVITATION DETECTION (PCD) SIGNAL COLLECTION
The presence of oscillating micro bubble and inertial cavitations activity in HIFUexposed tissue was detected via the PCD output. Power spectrum of the scattered signal
was determined via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function in the oscilloscope. The
power spectrum from 10 kHz to 3.6 MHz was monitored because of higher signal to
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noise ratio and better detection/acquisition. Each spectrum consisted of the audible (10
kHz-20 kHz) and high frequency (> 20 kHz) emissions. An increase in the audible
emissions is the characteristic of boiling bubbles that are not small enough to collapsed
(McLaughlan et al 2010). The elevated high frequency emission signifies an onset of
inertial cavitation [38].
Input and output signals were collected using the Agilent InfiniiVision DSO-X-2014A
oscilloscope. CSV files generated by the oscilloscope was saved to the USB flash drive
and transferred to the computer. Submerged concave hydrophone (Y-107 or Panametric
hydrophone) was used for passive cavitation detection (PCD). It was connected to
channel 2 of the oscilloscope. Signal was collected at 15 seconds after HIFU started. The
sample of data collection is shown in Figure 19. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
spectrum of the signal from the PCD was averaged and compared for different HIFU
exposure settings. The FFT was set at 20 μs at 1.1 MHz (for high-frequency broadband)
or 700 KHz (for lower-frequency broadband) center frequency with a span of 5 MHz.
Matlab (Matwork Inc,) was used to analyze the signal. Root means square value of the
audible and high frequency emission was calculated from 0-250 kHz frequency to
determine if whether inertial or audible cavitations contributes more to heating effect
within the acoustic field. The low frequency spectrum from 0 to 500 kHz was used for
analysis because of better signal to noise ratio as well as better signal detection range
[38].
2.5 IN SITU INTENSITY SIMULATION
In situ intensity simulation of HIFU exposure on porcine tissue was done using the HIFU
simulator v1.2 developed by Dr. Soneson at the Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
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[55]. The simulator approximates the KZK equation with dimensionless Gaussian
function enabling a system of PDEs to be solved with a system of ODEs. The boundary
condition of the problem assumed a spherical converging, Gaussian distributed
monochromatic wave. This condition implies that the axial distance is equal to 0, there is
no focusing effect and the pressure is equal to 0 when the radial distance is larger than the
transducer radius and the transverse beam. The pressure profile is symmetric around the
axis of the beam. Parameters used in the simulator are acquired from the work done by
Chen et al. [38] and tissue characteristics table given in Azhari [4].
Appendix A contains the table showing the in situ intensity in liver and kidney tissues at
various HIFU acoustic powers as described in the experimental section.

Figure 19. Sample of signal collected using the Agilent Infiniivision X2000 series: in
channel 1, output signal from the ENI 2100L amplifier was monitored; in channel 2,
PCD signal was monitored during HIFU exposure in water bath, and channel 3: output
signal from the function generator. Different scales, shown on top of the figure, were
used for different channels.
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2.6 DATA ANALYSIS
Student t-test was used to determine the statistical significance and p <0.05 was
considered to indicate a statistically significant difference between experimental groups.
All statistics were computed using Prism 5.0.2 (GraphPad Software).
Passive cavitation (PCD) FFT signals recorded from the oscilloscope were organized into
different matrices in Matlab; each matrix represented the PCD signals of an HIFU power
level. FFT magnitude of 20 KHz signals and below in each matrix was considered as
audible cavitation noise, while FFT magnitude above 20 KHz signals was considered
inertial cavitations noise (Chen et al 2012). The root mean square (RMS) of the FFT
magnitude of the audible and inertial cavitations noise were computed for each HIFU
level power spectrum from 10 KHz up to 1 MHz.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part reports the results from the power
measurement and the testing of the HIFU system. The second part presents the results of
ex vivo experiments at various ultrasound exposures and ethanol concentrations. The
third part contains the data on HIFU ablation of tumor cells.

3.1 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF THE SYSTEM
3.1.1 POWER MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Power measurement using the force radiation balance technique by Suhba et al. (2006) is
shown in Figure 20 and Table 2. In Figure 20, the acoustic output power in W was shown
for a given amplifier output peak-to-peak voltage in V. The amplifier output voltage was
measured via connecting the oscilloscope channel 1 input to the output of the amplifier.
The acoustic power from seven different levels of HIFU was calculated via interpolating
the acoustic power from the force radiation balance to the voltage output. Table 3
displayed the acoustic power relative to each HIFU level and the corresponding output
voltage that were used in the experiment. Each acoustic power is assigned with an
arbitrary level, which level 1 representing the lowest acoustic power and level 7 the
highest acoustic power.
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Table 2. Result from the force radiation balance experiment for various input powers
Vfg
(mV)

Vpp (V)

dM1 (g)

dM2(g)

dM3(g)

dM4(g)

70
25
140
48.75
190
66.25
250
85
323 110.625
410 141.875

0.105
0.289
0.526
0.88
1.4
2.287

0.097
0.2917
0.525
0.879
1.38
2.29

0.0867
0.298
0.526
0.875
1.4
2.29

0.089
0.3
0.525
0.875
1.422
2.3

dM ave
(g)
0.094425
0.294675
0.5255
0.87725
1.4005
2.29175

F (N)
0.000926
0.002891
0.005155
0.008606
0.013739
0.022482

Pacoustic
avg (W)
1.493956
4.662233
8.314256
13.87951
22.15817
36.25918

Figure 20. Acoustic Power output as the function of input voltage from the power
amplifier
Table 3. Acoustic Power of HIFU used in ex vivo and in vitro experiment: each acoustic
power is assigned to an arbitrary level, which level 1 represents the lowest acoustic
power used, and level 7 represents the highest acoustic power used.

Level

Vinput(mV)

Voutput (V)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

65
100
130
200
230
270
300

22.500
35.625
44.375
66.875
79.375
90.000
106.250
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Acoustic Power
(W)
1.17
2.73
4.09
8.72
11.974
15.10
20.52

3.1.2 TESTING THE HIFU SYSTEM
3.1.2.1 TESTING THE HIFU SYSTEM USING THE TISSUE MIMICKING
PHANTOM
Figure 21 shows the temperature rise in the ethanol-treated and untreated TMM phantoms
for various HIFU power levels. As shown in this figure, the ethanol-treated phantom has
a higher temperature rise from acoustic power 1.17 W (level 1) to 15.1 W (level 6). There
is a statistically significant difference between untreated (control) and ethanol-treated
phantoms exposed to HIFU at 4.09 W (level 3), 8.72 W (level 4), 11.97 W (level 5), and
15.10 W (level 6). The temperature rise in ethanol treated phantom starts to become
plateau at HIFU level 4 (8.72W). This was due to the evaporation cooling effect of
ethanol at the temperature rises in heating phantom starts to reach the boiling point of
ethanol (78.5 °C) [38].

*
Figure 21. Peak temperature rise in control and ethanol-treated TMM phantoms for
various HIFU power levels; ethanol-treated phantom shows a higher temperature rise
from level 1 to level 6 (n=4). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.0001. The ambient
temperature was 23.5 °C.
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3.1.2.2 CAVITATION SIGNAL AT VARIOUS ETHANOL CONCENTRATIONS
Figure 22 shows the PCD signals in 3.0 MHz range for the ethanol-in-water solution at
various ethanol concentrations subjected to HIFU level 4. Inertial cavitation was
observed for both the control group (water) and the ethanol-in-water solutions. The only
difference was that the subharmonic peak at 550 kHz in the control group was higher
than that in the ethanol groups. The cavitation graphs also suggest that the confocal Y107
hydrophone could be used as a functional PCD. The inertial-to-boiling cavitation ratio,
i.e., a ratio of RMS of the signal power spectrum at above 20 kHz to RMS of the signal
power spectrum at 20 kHz and below, is very similar between ethanol groups and the
control group (mean: 55.126

0.1513).

3.2.1 TEMPERATURE RISE IN ETHANOL-TREATED PORCINE LIVER TISSUE
Figure 23 shows the temperature rise in porcine liver and kidney tissues fully submerged
in ethanol or left untreated (control). The temperature rise is significantly different
between ethanol-treated and control tissues at HIFU level 4 (8.72 W) for both porcine
liver and kidney (Figure 23A,B). Figure 23C reports the average temperature rise of liver
tissue at various HIFU levels as compared to the temperature rise in 95% ethanol
concentration (v/v) solution. As shown in this figure, the temperature rise in ethanoltreated porcine liver is below the temperature rise in 95% ethanol but higher than the
temperature rised in liver tissue. Thus, the results suggest that the temperature rise is
intermediate between the normal tissue treatment and ethanol liquid.
Figure 24 displays the temperature rise as a function of time at various HIFU levels in
ethanol-treated liver tissue as compared to untreated liver tissue. At HIFU levels 1 to 4,
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the temperature rise in ethanol-treated tissue is consistently higher that the temperature
rise in untreated tissue.
Water

30/150 (20%)

60/150 (40%)

90/150 (60%)

120/150 (80 %)

150 /150 (100%)

Figure 22. FFT of the cavitation signal for water and ethanol-in-water mixtures at
different ethanol concentrations subjected to HIFU level 4 (n = 2). No significant
difference was found in the magnitude of cavitation signals in tap water and different
ethanol concentration.
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Figures 25 and 26 represent a curious phenomenon observed during the experiments. In
Figure 25, ethanol-treated liver tissue was submerged fully into water bath. The
temperature rise is significantly reduced as compared to control liver tissue at various
HIFU levels. In Figure 26, tissue was sonicated at the surface between tissue and air and
was exposed sequentially to the HIFU levels 1 to 6. The temperature rise in a region close
to one of the thermocouples is reduced after this region becomes “thoroughly”
coagulated. This leads to a higher temperature rise in the adjacent region, thus suggesting
a spread of the HIFU thermal lesion in the cross section of the HIFU beam. Thus, the
sequential HIFU exposure could result in growing the ablation region from a smallvolume seed lesion.

3.2.2 CAVITATION SIGNALS IN ETHANOL TREATED PORCINE TISSUE
Cavitation signals were collected for various HIFU experiment in ex-vivo porcine liver
tissue. Figure 27A shows the FFT spectrum of PCD signal collected at HIFU level 4
during HIFU exposure on control and ethanol treated liver tissue. Cavitation is shown to
be presented at level 4 in ethanol submerged liver tissue due to the presence of the rising
noise spectrum (Figure 27A). This raise in spectrum suggests the noise generated by the
oscillation of the bubble cavity within the acoustic field [38]. In Figure 27B the inertial to
audible cavitations ratio is compared between various HIFU levels. The ratio indicates
that HIFU level 4 with ethanol injections generate lesion via inertial cavitations in the
presence of ethanol. At level 6, cavitations mechanism was both boiling and inertial; thus,
the ratio was similar.
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Figure 23. Temperature rise in ethanol-treated porcine kidney (A) and liver (B) at
various HIFU levels. In (C), the average temperature rise in control porcine liver tissue,
95% ethanol solution, and ethanol treated porcine liver tissue at various HIFU levels are
shown. The temperature rise is highest in ethanol solution, suggesting that ethanol helps
to enhance the temperature rise in porcine liver tissue up to HIFU level 4 (8.72 W).
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Figure 24. Time dependence of the temperature rise in ethanol-treated and untreated
liver tissues during 30 second exposure to HIFU levels 2, 3, and 4. The temperature rise
was significantly higher in ethanol-treated tissue than in untreated liver tissue at all these
HIFU levels.
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Figure 25. Submerged ethanol-treated kidney and liver tissues display a lower
temperature rise than control tissues at various HIFU levels (n=1)
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Figure 26. Peak temperature as a function of time during sequential HIFU sonication
(from level 1 to 6) on a square piece of porcine liver tissue at three different regions near
the HIFU focus monitored using the thermocouples. Two trials were shown. The highest
temperature rise was first observed at one of the thermocouples. The temperature in this
region decrease at later times, with a simultaneous increase in the temperature rise at
another thermocouple. This phenomenon suggests spreading of the HIFU thermal lesion
in the direction perpendicular to the HIFU beam.
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Figure 27. (A) FFT of PCD spectrum collected for HIFU level 4 in control porcine liver
tissue and ethanol treated liver tissue. (B) Ratio between inertial to audible cavitation
signals at various HIFU power levels.
3.2.3 HISTOLOGY OBSERVATION OF PORCINE KIDNEY UNDERGOING HIFU
TREATMENT
The HIFU-induced tissue damage shown in histological images in Figure 28 (courtesy of
Dr. Brown) has similar features as previously reported [3, 41]. In normal kidney tissue,
the histological image shows a clear and smooth cells structure. In HIFU ablation tissue,
however, a porous texture of the tissue volume is observed in the HIFU ablation region
(Figure 28B) due to the coagulation of the proteins and condensation of the cell nuclei
caused by the thermal effect. The porous texture at the lesion site caused by the HIFU
ablation creates more cavities around the HIFU region, which will lead to an increase in
cavitation activity if subsequence ultrasound beam passed through the region. Thus, the
histology may explain why the HIFU lesion spreads to the surrounding tissue when
subsequence HIFU beam was turned at the lesion site.
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Figure 28. Histological (eosin staining) images of (A) normal kidney tissue (Dr. Brown),
and (B) tissue necrosis region after HIFU level 6 (15.10 W) (Dr.Brown)

3.3 EFFECTS OF ETHANOL ON THE HIFU ABLATION LESION
Table 4 describes the average data for four experimental groups (0.2-mL ethanol
injection only, ethanol + HIFU level 2, ethanol + HIFU level 4, and HIFU level 6 only;
with three samples per group). The lesions formed by HIFU level 2 and HIFU level 4
cannot be detected by eye, and therefore their volume (including height, weight, and
length) was assumed equal to 0. As shown in Table 4 and Figure 29A, the ablation lesion
after the injection of 0.2 ml ethanol has a volume of 0.0825 ml. There is a slight (and
statistically insignificant) increase in the lesion volume after additional treatment of
tissue with HIFU level 2 (0.127 ml) or 4 (0.135 ml). However, the volume of these
lesions is significantly higher than that formed by HIFU level 2 or 4 only. The height of
the lesion (in the direction perpendicular to the propagation direction of the HIFU beam)
for the ethanol + HIFU groups is slightly larger than that for the ethanol only. The height
of the HIFU lesion formed at level 4 in the combined exposure group is significantly
larger than the height of the lesion formed by HIFU level 6 (cf. Figure 29B). Although
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the lesion height at ethanol + HIFU level 4 exposure is larger than the height of the HIFU
level 6 lesion, no significant difference is found between these two groups.

Table 4. Average height, width, length, and volume of the ablation lesions after ethanol,
ethanol + HIFU level 2, ethanol + HIFU level 4, and HIFU level 6 only exposure (n =
3).
Method

Height

Width

Length
.400±.170

Volume
Stdv
(cm3)
0.0825

Ethanol

.77±0.058

.533±0.058

0.04

E+L2

.95±.212

.500±.141

.550±.707

0.127

0.024

E+L4

1.233±.351

.600±.300

.417±.202

0.135

0.0743

HIFU 6

.625±.125

.625±0.05

.325±0.05

0.0641

0.0213

No significant difference in the lesion height was found between the 0.5 ml ethanol +
HIFU level 4 and 0.2 ml ethanol injection + HIFU level 4 groups. However, the lesion
height for the former group is significantly larger than the lesion height at HIFU level 6
(Figure 29C). The results indicate that an increase in ethanol dose does not necessarily
increase the size of the ablation region. This is similar to the data on Vehmas and Tapani
(1995) where the echogenicity of tissue during ethanol injection did not change with an
increase in ethanol dose.
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Figure 29. (A) Comparison of the ablation lesion volume between the ethanol, HIFU
level 6, E+ HIFU level 2, ethanol + HIFU level 4 groups. Although the graph shows a
higher volume in the ethanol + HIFU groups, no statistical significance was found
between groups (n=3), (B) Comparison of the ablation lesion height between the ethanol,
ethanol + HIFU level 2, ethanol + HIFU level 4, and HIFU level 6 groups shows
significant difference between ethanol + HIFU level 4 and HIFU level 6 only exposures,
(C) An increase in ethanol dose from 0.2 ml to 0.5 ml does not increase the lesion height.
Lesion formed via ethanol injection only (D), HIFU level 6 only (E) and combined HIFU
level 6 and ethanol injection (F) were observed in porcine liver tissue.

3.4 EFFECTS OF COMBINED HIFU AND ETHANOL THERAPY ON THYROID
CANCER CELLS

3.4.1 FLOW CYTOMETRY EXPERIMENT
Figure 30A shows the viability of thyroid cancer cells (SW1736 cell line; 2.7×106 cells
per tube) undergoing HIFU treatment at level 2 (2.37 W), level 3 (4.09 W), and level 5
(11.97 W) with/without 50% ethanol injection. As seen in this figure, 50% ethanol kills
most cells with or without HIFU ablation. In figure 30B, HIFU treatment at level 5 (11.97
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W) or level 6 (15.10 W) as well as 25% ethanol effectively killed the cancer cells (cell
viability of less than 10%). Ethanol with concentration of 10% destroyed 89% of the
cancer cells (Figure 30B). These data indicate that the ethanol concentration of less than
10% and HIFU with a power level less than 5 (11.97 W) should be considered to develop
the synergistic treatment with HIFU and ethanol. We arbitrarily chose the concentration
of 2% and 4% ethanol to test whether this synergistic effect exists for the given number
of cancer cells (now FB1 cell line) per tube we used. As shown in Figure 30C, ethanol at
2% and 4% kills just 10% and 20% of thyroid cancer cells, respectively. With HIFU
exposure at levels 3 (4.09 W) and 4 (8.72 W) immediately after ethanol injection, at least
50% of thyroid cancer cells were killed. 2% and 4% ethanol injection followed by HIFU
exposure at level 5 (11.97 W) in 5 second and 15 second durations also shows a
significant reduction in the number of viable cells (15% and 8% respectively at 2%
ethanol concentration (v/v) and 10% and 6% respectively at 4% ethanol concentration
(v/v)).

3.4.2 CELL PROLIFERATION AFTER 24 AND 72 HOURS
Figure 31 shows images of viable FB1 cells incubated for 24 hours after HIFU sonication
with or with exposure to ethanol. All HIFU groups (level 3, level 4, and level 5) yielded a
small percentage of viable cells (attached to the flask wall). A trypan blue viability test
was carried out at 72 hours after treatment to determine the number of proliferated cells.
In the case of HIFU level 3, there were 40,000 viable cells in a T-75 flask, whereby for
HIFU level 3 + 2% ethanol, no viable cells were observed.
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Figure 30. Flow cytometry data for SW1736 (A,B) and FB1 (C) thyroid cancer cells
exposed to various HIFU power levels and ethanol concentrations. Synergy between
HIFU and ethanol on cancer cell ablation is evident at small concentration of ethanol.
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Figure 31. Images of FB1 cells near the bottom wall of a T-75 culture flask in 24 hours
after exposure to HIFU (levels 3-5) and/or ethanol (2% - 4%): Dead cells are detached
and have a round shape, while viable cells are adherent and maintain a star shape.
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3.4.2 TEMPERATURE RISE IN THYROID CANCER CELLS FOR VARIOUS
GROUPS
Figure 32 shows the temperature rise over time inside the FB1 cell pellet exposed to
HIFU levels 3 - 5, with or without ethanol injection. The temperature rise in ethanoltreated cells was practically the same as that in control (HIFU only) cells for HIFU power
levels studied, which is expected because the ethanol concentration is low. The peak at
HIFU level 3 may suggest the spontaneous onset of cavitation. The cell pellet subjected
to HIFU level 5 with 2% or 4% ethanol injection shows a slightly higher temperature rise
over time compared to the pellet exposed to HIFU level 5 only. Appendix D shows the
temperature rise data for a second experimental trial which yields a similar trend.
At 15 s- to 30 s-duration level 5 HIFU, 4% ethanol injection leads to a lower temperature
in the pellet than 2% ethanol injection but this temperature is still slightly higher than
HIFU ablation only can reach. These results indicate that an increase in ethanol
concentration leads to the formation of cavitation bubbles that may increase a change of
cell necrosis via mechanical HIFU ablation that require less temperature rise than the
thermal HIFU ablation [42].

3.4.3 PROLIFERATION OF HEPG2 LIVER CANCER CELLS AFTER HIFU
EXPOSURE AT LEVELS 4 AND 5
Figure 33 shows the results obtained from flow cytometric measurement of HepG2 cell
viability cultured for 72 hours after being exposed to HIFU at level 5 with/without
ethanol injection. The percentage of late apoptotic cells was higher for HIFU + ethanol
(20%) compared to HIFU only or ethanol only (less than 1%). These data indicate the
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cooperative effect of ethanol and HIFU on liver cancer cell ablation, most likely resulted
from the sonoporation phenomenon that causes more ethanol to penetrate into the cells
after HIFU ablation. Thus, the mechanism of HIFU + ethanol ablation is similar between
different types of cancer cells. Appendix E displayed the viability percentage of HepG2
cells undergoing various HIFU ablation with or without ethanol. Similar viability was
observed between HepG2 and thyroid cancer cells; viability at HIFU level 3 with 4%
ethanol injection showed a significant destruction of cancer cells compared to HIFU only
at level 3 (see Appendix E).

Figure 32. Temperature during HIFU ablation of FB1 thyroid cancer cells at different
HIFU levels with/without ethanol injection.
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A. Untreated

B. Treated with Ethanol

C. Treated with HIFU Level 5

D. Treated with Ethanol + HIFU Level 5

Figure 33. Flow cytometry
data for HepG2 cancer cells:
In E, the percentage of late
apoptotic (green) at HIFU
level 5 + 50% ethanol was
higher compared to all other
experimental groups. Also
shown in E are the percentage
of necrosis (violet), early
apoptotic (red), late apoptotic
(green), and viable cells
(blue) in each group. (C =
control; E = ethanol; H2 =
HIFU lv2; H5 = HIFU lv5;
H2+E = HIFU lv2+E; H5+E
= HIFU lv5 + E

E.

C

E

H2

H5

H2 + E

H5 + E
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
In this thesis, the use of ethanol for the enhancement of HIFU ablation of cancer has been
investigated. The data on the ethanol-enhanced ablation lesion volume and temperature
rise were collected in tissue phantom experiments, ex vivo and in vitro at various
treatment parameters. The current study was based on pioneer work of works of Lele
[43], Hynynen [16], Clarke and ter Haar [44], Holt and Roy [45], and Chen et al. [38].
All ex vivo experiments were done using porcine tissues (liver and kidney) at room
temperature, while all in vitro experiments were done with human thyroid and liver
cancer cells at 34°C.

4.1 EFFECTS OF ETHANOL ON TEMPERATURE RISE AND LESION VOLUME
The temperature rise in ethanol-immersed porcine tissues exposed to HIFU is higher than
that in HIFU-exposed control tissues. The results are similar to the data presented in
Chen et al. [38]. Ethanol may contain small packets of air (cavitation nuclei) and has a
higher vapor pressure than water [46], which indicates that the inertial cavitation
threshold may be reduced in the presence of ethanol (Chang et al. 2001), [47, 48].
The temperature rise data indicate a strong correlation between the onset of inertial
cavitation and the sudden increase in the temperature rise, especially at HIFU level 4. The
cavitation-ethanol-enhanced tissue heating occurs due to the absorption of energy from
the broadband acoustic emission generated during bubble collapses [49, 50]. Since
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ethanol reduces the cavitation threshold in tissue, a higher temperature rise was observed
at lower HIFU power. With an increase in HIFU power, however, the temperature rise
appears to reach the plateau near the ethanol boiling point. This effect was particularly
observed in tissue phantom experiments and can be attributed to the evaporative cooling
effect. Another explanation for this phenomenon is the shielding of the HIFU beam by
the bubble cloud formed prefocally [14].
The ablation lesion volume has been shown to increase synergistically with ethanol [51].
Goldberg et al. hypothesized that ethanol causes the occlusion of the tumor’s blood
vessels, reducing the heat sink effect of blood flow and increasing the coagulation
necrosis caused by thermal ablation [51]. Histological images of tissues after ethanol
injection show a region of cells with a very condensed or even invisible nucleus;
therefore, ethanol injection clearly alters the property of tissues and cells that may be
associated with higher temperature rise at HIFU exposure. Ethanol injection dehydrates
the cells, which may lead to regions between the cells that have high vapor content and
thus a high probability of forming cavities (bubbles). Ethanol-enhanced cavitation
increases the HIFU heating rate of tissue and leads to a larger volume of the ablation
lesion than HIFU treatment without ethanol. The lesion formed after ethanol + HIFU
grows in size in the direction perpendicular to the HIFU beam, suggesting that ethanol
was streaming convectively during HIFU exposure due to the acoustic streaming effect. It
should be noted that liver tissue was watery and inhomogeneous; thus, the extensive
diffusion of ethanol at the injection site is easily facilitated via the acoustic streaming
effect of HIFU.
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The exposure of tissues to multiple doses of HIFU (with the HIFU focal points closely
spaced between sessions) has shown to cause the ablation regions to merge and migrate
toward the surface of tissues [52]. This result suggests that when HIFU is applied to the
ethanol injection site, the growth of the ablation lesion is caused by merging a HIFUinduced lesion with an ethanol-induced lesion, resulting in a lesion with wider side along
the direction perpendicular to the HIFU beam.
4.2 EFFECTS OF HIFU AND ETHANOL INJECTION ON CANCER CELLS
When cancer cells are exposed to HIFU, the heat shock response in sublethally injured
cells via thermal effect was observed at temperatures of 50 °C and higher [40]. The heat
shock response in HIFU ablation of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) induces a
significant up-regulation of heat shock protein at the border of HIFU-induced necrosis
region [53]. Heat shock may cause the cells membrane to be instantaneously more
permeable, allowing larger diffusion rate of substance in and out of the cells. Thus,
induced cell death via thermal effect is an effective method for cancer treatment since
temperature rise above 57°C is toxic to cells and temperature rise can enhance cell
membrane permeability to more ethanol to diffuse into cells. In the above experiment,
2% ethanol concentration slightly increased the temperature rise at levels 3 and 4 (Figure
32 and appendix D). The increased temperature was caused by absorption of broadband
acoustic emission from the cavitation bubble field generated in the presence of ethanol
due to a reduction in the inertial cavitation threshold. Cell viability measurements
indicate a synergistic effect of low power HIFU (level 3 and 4) and low concentration
ethanol or short-duration HIFU (15 s - 20 s) and low concentration ethanol. These results
indicate that ethanol at lower doses combined with HIFU can effectively reduce the
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number of viable cancer cells due to the sonoporation effect, where the bubble
oscillation-induced shear stress leads to higher membrane permeability allowing ethanol
diffusion into the cells.
4.3 LIMITATION
Tissue that was used in the experiment was already dead and refrigerated for a period of
time; thus, actual live tissue may respond slightly different to HIFU and ethanol than
tissues in our ex vivo experiments. In addition, the measurement of the lesion volume
was done using a ruler and eye judgment, leading to some human error. Thermocouples
embedded close to the focal point may cause viscous heating artifacts (e.g., 15% more
heating at 30 seconds-duration HIFU [54].
The cell suspension inside a 0.2 mL thin wall tube was subjected to non-uniform spatial
temperature fluctuations determined to be less than 3.0 °C, which was presumably caused
by the inhomogeneous absorption of acoustic waves at the tube wall [40].
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
CONCLUSIONS
Ethanol injection in combination with HIFU treatment enhances the therapeutic effect of
HIFU by increasing the focal temperature of tissue and the ablation lesion volume. The
efficacy of HIFU therapy in combination with ethanol injection can be controlled via
ultrasound/ethanol parameters such as exposure duration, ethanol concentration, and
ultrasonic intensity.


Ethanol presence lowers the cavitation threshold in tissue, resulting in enhanced
heating effect and increased lesion volume



Lower doses of ethanol combined with lower HIFU level can effectively eliminate
most cancer cells of different types via cavitation and sonoporation



Ethanol injection can reduce the time for HIFU treatment duration

The presence of ethanol at the focal region of the HIFU beam inside the tissue increases
the thermal effect of HIFU treatment at lower HIFU power (1 W to 8 W) while lower the
thermal effect due to the evaporated cooling effect of ethanol at higher HIFU power (12
W and beyond). Since increased HIFU power treatment in continuous mode often lead to
non-control heating effect at another site adjacent to the HIFU focus, ethanol can help
contain the unwanted heating effect via lowering the temperature rise at HIFU focus.
HIFU lesion also shows an increase in the volume when ethanol is present, especially the
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lesion grows larger in the direction perpendicular to the propagation direction of HIFU
beam. This effect is due to the streaming effect of ethanol in the presence of HIFU
pressure gradient. The volume increase does not depend on the ethanol doses; thus, small
doses of ethanol (0.2 mL) is needed to enhance the HIFU effect, which is beneficial for
cancer treatment since ethanol itself is very cytotoxic. Experimental results has shown
that treatment with HIFU + 4% of ethanol (v/v) concentration combination effectively
eliminate more than 50% of 2.7 millions thyroid cancer cells even at a lower HIFU level
(level 3). The result suggests that HIFU causes the cell membrane to become more
permeable, which helps the ethanol to diffuse inside the cells and effectively dehydrate
them. In conclusion, this study proves that HIFU and ethanol injection can be an effective
combination method for cancer treatment.
FUTURE STUDY
The current study is carried out in ex vivo tissue and in vitro cancer cells. Future study
will include HIFU and ethanol exposure on tumor xenographs (animals with tumors
growing from human cancer cells). Incorporating the HIFU system with diagnostic
ultrasound will allow more accurate focusing of the HIFU beam onto the target site. In
addition, the computational model specifically developed for the HIFU + ethanol ablation
application will be generated in the laboratory to predict and optimize the HIFU + ethanol
treatment before further experimental trials begin.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: IN SITU APPROXIMATION OF HIFU TREATMENT IN PORCINE
TISSUE
FOR LIVER:
Level

Vinput
(mVpp)

Acoustic
Power (W)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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100
130
200
230
270
300

1.17
2.73
4.09
8.72
11.974
15.10
20.52

Level

Vinput
(mVpp)

Acoustic
Power (W)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

65
100
130
200
230
270
300

1.17
2.73
4.09
8.72
11.974
15.10
20.52

Positive
Focal
Pressure
(MPa)
1.75
3
4
5.8
7.2
7.5
8.0

Negative
Focal
Pressure
(MPa)
1.6
2.6
3.1
4.3
4.8
5.3
5.8

Axial
Intensity
(W/cm2)

Positive
Focal
Pressure
(MPa)
1.4
2.1
2.75
4.1
5
5.9
7.75

Negative
Focal
Pressure
(MPa)
1.22
1.85
2.1
3
3.75
3.9
4.5

Axial
Intensity
(W/cm2)

80
240
375
700
880
1250
1510

FOR KIDNEY:
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47
110
160
380
490
665
900

APPENDIX B: POSITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN
The positioning system maneuvers forward/backward and left/right movement using two
coarse ¼-20” zinc plated thread rod (obtained from Home Depot) that act as the power
screw for linear motion. The nominal major diameter is ¼ inch, with the number of
threads per in n equal 1to 16. The pitch, or the distance between two crest of the screw, is
1.5875 mm (0.0625 inch). Since this is single-thread form, the lead, or the distance
covered along the screw axis in one rotation, is equal to its pitch, or 1.5875 mm. The
minimum pitch diameter Dp is 6.35 mm (0.25 inch). The torque Tu required to move the
load up the thread is as followed [46]:

Where F = weight of load to be moved on thread; Dp = minimum pitch diameter, L = lead
of the screw, f = coefficient of friction.
The efficiency e of the thread is calculated as followed [46]:

and the power in horse power required to rotate the screw at a constant rotational speed n
and torque T is:

The holder can be attached directly into the z-axis of the positioning system for various
experimental setups.
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APPENDIX C: MAKING TISSUE MIMICKING MATERIAL (TMM) PHANTOM
To make 200 ml of tissue mimicking phantom, the following compound are needed:
Compound
Degassed water
Gellan gum
Calcium chloride
Potassium chloride
Aluminum oxide (0.5
micron)
Aluminum oxide (1-2
micron)
Aluminum oxide (10-40
micron)
1-propanol

Mass (g)

Volume (ml)
200

3
0.8
0.2
0.9
0.9
0.9
22.5

The water is degassed by boiling 200 ml of water and leaves the water boiling for 15
minutes. After 5 minute of cool down, the glass bottle containing the water is capped
tightly to ensure no gas exchange at the surface of the water-air interface. This will
ensure that the water is degassed. The water needs to be cooled to room temperature
(25˚C) before used.
To make the phantom, the following step is used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Separate 200 ml degased (DG) water into 160 ml and 40 ml;
Add aluminum oxide (2.7 g total) into the 160 ml DG water;
Add 1-propanol (22.5 ml) in the 160 ml DG water, stir for 30 minute
Add calcium chloride (0.8 g) and potassium sorbate (0.2 g) in 40 ml DG water, stir
for 30 minutes,
Add gellan gum in the 160 ml DG water after 30 minute stirring, and stir for another
30 minutes. Stir at mark 7 or above.
Heat both 160 ml and 40 ml to boiling after stirring with the gellan gum
Remove the beakers from heating plate, and when 40 ml compound cools to 80˚C,
quickly add it to 160 ml compound, keep on stirring
Take the stirring bar out of the beaker contained 160 ml, wait for the mixture to cool
to 70˚C, pour it into the prepared mold
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APPENDIX D: TEMPERATURE GRAPH IN 2ND EXPERIMENT WITH THYROID
CANCER

Level3

Level4
Level 3
Level 3 + 2%
Level3 + 4%

50

Temperature (C)

Temperature (C)

60

40
30
20
10
0

20

40

60

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

80

Level 4
Level 4 + 2%
Level 4 + 4%

0

20

Time (s)

80

100

Level 5
2%
4%

60

Temperature (C)

Temperature (C)

60

Level 5 20s

Level 5 5s
80

40
20

Level 5 20s
2%
4%

80
60
40
20
0

0
0

20

40

60

0

80

20

time (s)

40

60

80

time (s)

Level 5 25 s

level 5 30 s

100

150

Temperature (C)

Level 5
2%
4%

80
60
40
20
0

HIFU 5
2%
4%

100

50

0
0

20

40

60

80

0

time (s)

Level 5 15s
Level 5
2%
4%

80
60
40
20
0
0

20

40

20

40

time (s)

100

Temperature (C)

40

Time (s)

60

80

Time (s)
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APPENDIX E: VIABILITY OF HEPG2 CANCER CELLS UNDERGOING HIFU
TREATMENT WITH OR WITHOUT ETHANOL INJECTION

Results were shown for HIFU ablation with or without ethanol injection in HepG2 cancer
cells. As shown in A, HepG2 cells with 4% ethanol injection that underwent HIFU
treatment at various levels display lower viability compared to HIFU treatment alone.
Moreover, at HIFU level 3, cell viability was significantly less in ethanol treated group as
compared to HIFU only group. HIFU level 5 in ethanol treated group killed closed to
98% of HepG2 cells. In B, late apoptotic percentage in ethanol injected group was higher
than HIFU only group after 72 h via flow cytometry method. The result suggested that
more ethanol rushes into cells via the porous cell membrane caused by HIFU shear stress.
In C, images of survival cells were shown after 24 hour of HIFU ablation with or without
ethanol. Cells did not proliferate in HIFU level 3 + ethanol groups while other groups
showed denser cells coverage on flask surface from 24 h to 72 h.
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